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Abstract. Within the intelligent tutoring systems community, narrative is
emerging as an effective medium for contextualizing learning. To date,
relatively few empirical studies have been conducted to assess learning in
narrative-centered learning environments. In this paper, we investigate the
effect of narrative on learning experiences and outcomes. We present results
from an experiment conducted with eighth-grade middle school students
interacting with a narrative-centered learning environment in the domain of
microbiology. The study found that students do exhibit learning gains, that
those gains are less than those produced by traditional instructional approaches,
but that the motivational benefits of narrative-centered learning with regard to
self-efficacy, presence, interest, and perception of control are substantial.
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Introduction

Narrative is the subject of increasing interest within the intelligent tutoring systems
community.
Researchers have begun to develop narrative-centered learning
environments (NLEs) that combine story contexts and pedagogical support strategies
to deliver effective, engaging educational experiences. Contextualizing learning
within narrative affords the use of artificial intelligence techniques that tailor narrative
and educational content to students’ actions, affective states, and abilities. Drawing
on an interdisciplinary body of work, including intelligent tutoring systems, embodied
conversational agents, and serious games, these environments offer the promise of
adaptive, motivating learning experiences to students. NLEs are currently under
investigation in a range of domains, including military soft-skills training [7,15], antibullying education [1], health intervention education [11], and science learning in
microbiology and genetics [12].
By incorporating learning into narrative-based, virtual environments, researchers
hope to tap into students’ innate facilities for crafting and understanding stories.
Contextualized learning experiences are known to encourage regulated learning
behavior [14]. Narrative is also well suited to alternative learning paradigms such as
guided discovery and inquiry-based learning. Leveraging stories’ ability to draw
audiences into plots and settings, NLEs can introduce novel perceptual, emotional,
and motivational experiences, as well as establish connections between narrative
content and pedagogical subject matter in young learners [19]. Further, NLEs can
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effectively support the factors shown to contribute to student levels of motivation.
Such contextual experiences influence student learning and motivation [8].
There is a strong theoretical foundation and several active projects that support this
line of work [1], but there has been limited empirical investigation of learning
outcomes within narrative-centered learning environments. Because of the challenges
inherent in developing and deploying these types of systems, learning outcome
evaluations in previous work has largely been subjective or preliminary in scope.
This papers seeks to provide an empirical basis for the evaluation and investigation of
NLEs. It presents results from an empirical study conducted with eighth-grade
middle school students interacting with an “early generation” NLE, CRYSTAL ISLAND.

2

Related Work

Much of the work on NLEs has focused on developing AI-based approaches that
provide rich, adaptive narrative-based learning experiences and respond appropriately
to student actions in the environment. FearNot! is a character-driven learning
environment for the domain of anti-bullying social education [1]. The environment
emphasizes autonomous, highly affective characters that foster empathetic
relationships with students, who in turn offer coping suggestions to the victimized
virtual character. FearNot! has been the subject of several small- and large-scale
studies, although the subjective nature of the domain renders objective, learning-gain
results impractical. Carmen’s Bright IDEAS seeks to teach health intervention skills
to mothers of pediatric cancer patients [11]. The environment combines autonomous
characters with director and cinematographic agents in order to provide a dramatic
story that satisfies pedagogical goals. Students control the main character’s
(Carmen’s) decisions as she copes with the stresses and problems inherent in caring
for an ill child. Carmen’s Bright IDEAS has been the subject of clinical trials, but
reported results have also been limited.
Intelligent NLEs have recently been developed for military soft-skills training,
particularly in leadership and language learning scenarios. IN-TALE is an interactive
narrative system that integrates autonomous character behaviors and an Automated
Story Director to provide dramatic simulation experiences for social and cultural
leadership training [15]. The system draws upon previous work in narrative planning
and believable agent behavior to balance narrative coherence and user-agency in the
simulation environment. The Tactical Language and Culture Training System
(TLCTS) is a story-centric, serious game designed for language learning [7]. TLCTS
use a combination of interactive lessons and games to train students in spoken and
non-verbal communication, as well relevant cultural knowledge. Over the course of
the last several years, TLCTS has transitioned into widespread use by the US military
and other groups. However, large-scale, summative empirical results for learning
outcomes have not yet been presented for either IN-TALE or TLCTS [6].
Despite the presence of several promising and successful examples of NLEs,
empirical evaluation remains limited. We seek to extend preliminary results in
narrative-centered learning by reporting on a controlled experiment assessing learning
outcomes between several versions of a NLE and a more traditional, didactic format.
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Crystal Island

CRYSTAL ISLAND is a narrative-centered learning environment built on Valve
Software’s Source™ engine, the 3D game platform for Half-Life 2. CRYSTAL ISLAND
features a science mystery set on a recently discovered volcanic island. The
curriculum underlying CRYSTAL ISLAND’s science mystery is derived from the North
Carolina state standard course of study for eighth-grade microbiology. Students play
the role of the protagonist, Alyx, who is attempting to discover the identity and source
of an unidentified infectious disease plaguing a newly established research station.
The story opens by introducing the student to the island and members of the research
team for which the protagonist’s father serves as the lead scientist. Several of the
team’s members have fallen gravely ill, including Alyx’s father. Tensions have run
high on the island, and one of the team members suddenly accuses another of having
poisoned the other researchers. It is the student’s task to discover the outbreak’s
cause and source, and either acquit or incriminate the accused team member.
CRYSTAL ISLAND’s setting includes a beach area with docks, a large outdoor field
laboratory, underground caves, and a research camp. Throughout the mystery, the
student is free to explore the world and interact with other characters while forming
questions, generating hypotheses, collecting data, and testing hypotheses. The student
can pick up and manipulate objects, take notes, view posters, operate lab equipment,
and talk with non-player characters to gather clues about the source of the disease.
During the course of solving the mystery, the student is minimally guided through a
five problem curriculum. The first two problems focus on pathogens, including
viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites. The student gathers information by interacting
with in-game pathogen “experts” and viewing books and posters in the environment.
In the third problem, the student is asked to compare and contrast her knowledge of
four types of pathogens. In the fourth problem, the student is guided through an
inquiry-based hypothesis-test-and-retest problem. In this problem she must complete
a “fact sheet” with information pertaining to the disease inflicting members of the
CRYSTAL ISLAND research team. Once the “fact sheet” is completed and verified by
the camp nurse, the student completes the final problem concerning the treatment of
viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites, and selects the appropriate treatment plan for
sickened CRYSTAL ISLAND researchers. The story and curriculum are interwoven
throughout the interactive experience.

4

Method

4.1

Participants

There were 88 female and 91 male participants varying in age and race.
Approximately 2% of the participants were American Indian or Alaska Native, 5%
were Asian, 29% were Black or African American, 58% were Caucasian, 6% were
Hispanic or Latino, and 6% were of other races. Participants were all eighth-grade
students ranging in age from 12 to 15 (M = 13.27, SD = 0.51). The students had
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recently completed the microbiology curriculum mandated by the North Carolina
state standard course of study before receiving the instruments, tests, and
interventions of this experiment.
4.2

Materials and Apparatus

The pre-experiment paper-and-pencil materials for each participant were completed
one week prior to intervention. These materials consisted of a researcher generated
CRYSTAL ISLAND curriculum test, demographic survey, Achievement Goals
Questionnaire [4], Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning scale (SESRL) [3],
Science Self-Efficacy scale, modified from [13], and Immersion Tendencies
Questionnaire [21]. The CRYSTAL ISLAND curriculum test consists of 23 questions
created by an interdisciplinary team of researchers and was approved for language
and content by the students’ eighth-grade science teachers. Elliot and McGregor’s
Achievement Goals Questionnaire is a validated instrument which measures four
achievement goal constructs (mastery-approach, performance-approach, masteryavoidance, and performance-avoidance goals) [4]. Bandura’s Self-Efficacy for SelfRegulated Learning scale [3] consists of 11 items rated by participants on a 7-point
Likert scale. Witmer and Singer developed and validated the Immersive Tendencies
Questionnaire (ITQ) to measure individual predispositions towards presence
experiences [21]. The ITQ consists of three subscales: activity involvement
tendency, activity focus tendency, and video game playing tendency. Participants
indicate their level of tendency for each item on a 7-point Likert scale. Witmer and
Singer found individual tendencies, as recorded by the ITQ, to be predictive of
presence (discussed in Section 6.2) [21].
Post-experiment materials were completed immediately following intervention.
These materials consisted of the same CRYSTAL ISLAND curriculum test, Achievement
Goals Questionnaire [4], Science Self-Efficacy scale, an interest scale [19], and the
Presence Questionnaire [21]. The interest scale was adapted from those used by
Schraw to capture differences across groups and to examine within-subject
relationships with learning outcomes [19]. Participants’ presence experience was
captured with the Presence Questionnaire (PQ) developed and validated by Witmer
and Singer [21]. The PQ contains several subscales including involvement/control,
naturalism of experience and quality of the interface scales.

5

Design and Procedure

5.1

Design

The experiment randomly assigned the entire eighth grade population of Centennial
Campus Middle School in Raleigh, North Carolina to four groups: holdout, CRYSTAL
ISLAND narrative condition, CRYSTAL ISLAND minimal-narrative condition, or
PowerPoint condition (see Table 1 for condition breakdown). Participants in the
holdout condition did not receive an intervention and served as the control group for
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this experiment and planned longitudinal studies. In the remaining three conditions,
students received an intervention consisting of the CRYSTAL ISLAND microbiology
curriculum delivered in one of three formats. The CRYSTAL ISLAND narrative
condition supplemented the curriculum with the full CRYSTAL ISLAND narrative,
including a poisoning scenario, character back-stories, and rich character
personalities. The CRYSTAL ISLAND minimal-narrative condition supplemented the
curriculum with the minimal story required to support the curriculum. In this
condition, the story strictly consisted of research members falling ill and the request
for the student to identify the mysterious illness. The minimal-narrative condition did
not include the poisoning storyline, character back-stories, or explicit character
personality.
The PowerPoint condition consisted of a narrated PowerPoint
presentation of the same curriculum that was used in CRYSTAL ISLAND. Much of the
text and images of the slides actually appear in CRYSTAL ISLAND in the form of
books, posters, and character dialogue. The PowerPoint condition did not contain a
corresponding storyline.
Table 1. Subject population by condition.

5.2

Participant Procedure

Participants entered the experiment room having completed the pre-test and
instrumentation one week prior to the intervention. Participants were first instructed
to review CRYSTAL ISLAND instruction materials. These materials consisted of the
CRYSTAL ISLAND back-story and task description, a character handout, a map of the
island, and a control sheet. Participants were then further directed on the controls via
a presentation explaining each control in detail.
Participants in the three intervention conditions (narrative, minimal-narrative, and
PowerPoint) were given 50 minutes to work on solving the mystery. Solving the
mystery consisted of completing a number of goals including learning about
pathogens, viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites, compiling the symptoms of the
researchers who had falled ill, recording features of hypothesized diseases causing the
CRYSTAL ISLAND illness, testing a variety of possible sources, and reporting the
solution (cause and source) to the camp nurse to design a treatment plan.
Immediately after solving the science mystery of CRYSTAL ISLAND, or 50 minutes
of interaction, participants completed the post-experiment questionnaires. First to be
completed was the CRYSTAL ISLAND curriculum test, followed by the remaining postexperiment questionnaires described above. Completion of post-experiment materials
took no longer than 35 minutes for participants. In total, sessions lasted 90 minutes.
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Results

6.1

Learning Outcomes

Investigating learning in CRYSTAL ISLAND as measured by the difference of post-test
and pre-test scores, we find that, overall, students exhibited learning gains (learning
gain, M = 0.07, SD = 0.14). On average, students answered 1.6 (SD = 3.3) more
questions correctly on the post-test than on the pre-test. Matched pairs t tests
(comparing post-test to pre-test scores) indicate that these learning gains are
significant overall, t(149) = 5.51, p < 0.0001, and significant (although weakly
significant in the narrative condition) within each condition (narrative condition: t(58)
= 1.43, p = 0.07, minimal-narrative condition: t(55) = 2.97, p < 0.005, and the
PowerPoint condition: t(34) = 5.74, p < 0.0001). Further, the learning gains in each
condition were significantly different, F(2, 149) = 10.38, p < 0.0001. There was no
significant difference among pre-test scores between conditions, F(4, 179) = 0.94, p =
0.44. The largest learning gains occurred in the PowerPoint condition (M = 0.15, SD
= 0.15), followed by learning gains in the minimal-narrative condition (M = 0.06, SD
= 0.14), and the lowest learning gains in the narrative condition (M = 0.02, SD =
0.11). Students in the hold out condition did not take a post-test, and therefore no
learning gain results are available for that condition. The CRYSTAL ISLAND
curriculum test consisted of 23 items leading to a learning gain of 0.043, which
equates to getting one additional question correct in the post-test compared to the pretest. Thus, on average, students in the PowerPoint condition answered 3.5 more
questions correctly (SD = 3.6) on the post-test, with participants in the minimalnarrative and narrative conditions answering 1.3 (SD = 3.2) and 0.5 (SD = 2.7) more
questions correctly, respectively. Learning gains are depicted in Figure 1. If we
consider only the students who completed the CRYSTAL ISLAND mystery in the
narrative condition, we find no significant difference between post-test scores with
the PowerPoint condition, F(1, 48) = 0.32, p = 0.58. However, the learning gains in
the PowerPoint condition were somewhat significantly better than the students who
finished the CRYSTAL ISLAND
narrative experience, F(1, 48)
= 4.09, p = 0.05.
Interestingly, there was an
effect of gender on learning in
CRYSTAL ISLAND. When we
consider only the problems on
the
CRYSTAL
ISLAND
curriculum test for which
students were exposed to (not
all students solved the
CRYSTAL ISLAND mystery and
completed all problem-solving
activities), we find gender
played a significant role, F(1,
Fig. 1. Learning gains (pre- to post-test) by condition.
114) = 4.44, p = 0.037. In
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CRYSTAL ISLAND, on average, male students got an additional 1.3 problems correct
(SD = 2.4) on post-tests compared to pre-tests, while female students got an additional
0.4 problems correct (SD = 1.7).
6.2

Presence Outcomes

Presence contributes to the goal of transparency in technology-mediated interactions.
Although there has been substantial debate on formal definitions, there is a general
consensus that presence describes a user’s sense of “being there” when interacting
with a mediated environment [5, 17]. Presence has been alternatively defined as “the
perceptual illusion of nonmediation” [9], as well as “the subjective experience of
being in one place or environment, even when one is physically situated in another”
[21]. Witmer and Singer further distinguish presence from involvement. Involvement
refers to the degree of attention and meaning devoted to some set of stimuli [21].
Here we report on students’ reported sense of presence while interacting in the
CRYSTAL ISLAND storyworld (narrative and minimal-narrative conditions only).
Narrative had a significant effect on student presence, F(1, 115) = 4.23, p = 0.04.
Higher presence was reported in the narrative condition (M = 147.35, SD = 30.6)
compared to the minimal-narrative condition (M = 136.5, SD = 25.8). Gender was
also found to have a weakly significant effect on presence, F(1, 115) = 2.87, p =
0.09, with females reporting higher levels of presence (M = 146.9, SD = 26.1) than
males (M = 137.9, SD = 30.5). Students reporting high-levels of interest (as gauged
by the interest scale modified from [19]) reported higher levels of presence than
students with low-levels of interest. There was a significant correlation of interest
with student presence, r(114) = 0.36, p = 0.0001, and several of the PQ’s subscales,
including: involvement/control (r(114) = 0.42, p < 0.0001), naturalism of experience
(r(114) = 0.27, p = 0.003), and resolution (r(114) = 0.29, p = 0.002). Self-efficacy
and presence also had a significant interaction. Students with high science efficacy
reported higher levels of presence than less efficacious students, r(114) = 0.35, p =
0.0001. Likewise, students reporting greater levels of involvement and control (a PQ
subscale) also reported higher science efficacy, r(114) = .28, p = 0.002.
Student goal orientation was found to affect presence as well. In particular, there
was a significant effect of mastery approach on presence in both CRYSTAL ISLAND
conditions, F(1, 114) = 8.65, p = 0.004, and performance avoidance on presence, F(1,
114) = 4.59, p = 0.034. Mastery oriented students reported greater levels of presence
than performance-oriented students. Students who sought to avoid negative
performance outcomes also reported higher levels of presence than students who did
not seek to avoid negative performance outcomes.

7

Discussion

The experiment found that students who interacted with the CRYSTAL ISLAND
environment achieved significant learning gains. While pre- to post-test performance
differences were greatest in the PowerPoint condition, the findings support the
hypothesis that students received clear motivational benefits from interacting with
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CRYSTAL ISLAND. Further, student levels of presence had significant relationships
with factors relevant to learning and motivation, including self-efficacy, interest,
involvement/control, and goal orientation. While learning gains were higher in the
minimal-narrative condition, students reported higher levels of presence in the
narrative condition, carrying promising implications for motivation.
Drawing upon the experiment’s learning gain results, it is possible that the
narrative condition’s additional story content overloaded cognition, enabling students
to learn more without the supplemental storyline on proximal assessment. An
important direction for future work is conducting longitudinal studies to determine the
the long-term effects of narrative on learning and inform scaffolding strategies for
reducing cognitive load.
The study found significant effects of presence, with higher reported presence in
the narrative condition. With the benefits of efficacious learners having been widely
demonstrated [2,22], it is important to note that higher presence levels also lead to
higher levels of reported self-efficacy. If further study can identify the narrative
factors that contribute to motivation and efficacy, we can enhance the ability of NLEs
to support student problem solving, increase student effort, persistence, and resilience
when confronted with failure, and raise the levels of success students are likely to
achieve [2, 18, 22].
When considering the Involvement/Control subscale of the Presence Questionnaire
[21], the findings indicated that high levels of Involvement/Control are correlated
with higher reports of self-efficacy. Perception of control is known to have
motivational benefits [10]. As a factor contributing to presence, involvement/control
suggests probable relationships between presence and motivation. The findings of
this study highlight the potential for positive connections between narrative and
motivation that deserve further investigation. Further exploration of these
relationships will contribute to a deepened understanding of the narrative factors that
relate story content, presence, learning, motivation, and self-efficacy, as well as our
ability to regulate these factors in an effort to support pedagogical objectives.
The study also found an effect of student goal orientation on perceptions of
presence among the middle school participants. The gaming environment, on which
CRYSTAL ISLAND is built, may have had an effect on performance-oriented students,
encouraging them to attempt to solve the mystery quickly. Meanwhile, it seems that
mastery oriented students, who tend to measure accomplishments by learning
successes, reported a greater perception of presence. It is probable that mastery
oriented students were more likely to take their time throughout their interactions,
focusing their attention on the content of learning environment so that their presence
experience was heightened.
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Limitations

The experiment was designed to control for time on task, allowing 50 minutes for the
intervention. As a result of this constraint and the amount of content in CRYSTAL
ISLAND, only 49 of the 116 CRYSTAL ISLAND participants finished or were working on
the final problem at the end of the 50 minute session. An alternative design, which
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will be adopted in future work, would consider controlling for task completion.
Another limitation is that this study, at the time of writing, does not include a
longitudal test to assess the hypothesized benefits of narrative.
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Conclusion

Narrative is receiving increasing attention in the ITS community as a medium for
contextualizing learning in meaningful ways while creating rich, engaging
experiences for learners. To date, there has been little empirical work supporting the
use of narrative in interactive learning environment. In a controlled experiment with
an “early-generation” NLE, it was found that students do in fact exhibit learning
gains, that those gains are less than those in produced by traditional instructional
approaches, but that the motivational benefits of narrative-centered learning,
particularly with regard to self-efficacy, presence, interest, and perception of control,
are substantial.
The results highlight two important directions for future work. First, the
contextual benefits of narrative may be more pronounced in a longitudinal evaluation
of learning rather than in the assessment administrated immediately following
intervention as in the study reported here. Second, it is important to begin exploring
the educational role of the myriad components of narrative in learning episodes, such
as plot coherence, drama, and character identification, and their impact on problem
solving, learning outcomes, and engagement [16].
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